To Daya, a bruise is a mixture of comfort and control. Since her parents died in an
accident she survived, bruises are a way to keep her pain on the surface so she
doesn’t have to deal with the pain inside. So when chance brings her to a roller derby
bout, she’s hooked. Even with the teamwork and human interaction. But the more
Daya immerses herself into roller derby, the more she learns it’s not the simple painfest she wanted.

YP FIC BOTEJU

Dean knows he's a trans guy. He's done enough questioning to be sure. But everyone
at high school thinks he's a lesbian--including his girlfriend and his theater director.
He wonders if maybe it would be easier to wait until college to come out. But as he
plays Romeo every day in rehearsals, Dean realizes he wants everyone to see him as
he really is now—not just on the stage, but everywhere in his life.

YP FIC STOEVE

After an embarrassing loss in their first basketball game of the season, Scottie gets
into a fender bender with the worst possible person: Irene, head cheerleader for the
Fighting Reindeer. When the accident sends Irene's car to the shop for weeks' worth
of repairs and the girls are forced to carpool, their rocky start only gets bumpier. But
when a chance arises for Scottie to get back at her toxic ex, she bribes Irene into an
elaborate fake-dating scheme that may just backfire...

YP FIC QUINDLEN

Noah thinks he's an expert on romance. He has to be for his blog, the Meet Cute
Diary, a collection of trans happily-ever-afters. But all the stories are fake. What
started as fantasies have grown into a beacon of hope for trans readers worldwide.
When a troll exposes the blog, Noah's world unravels. The only way to save the Diary
is to convince everyone that the stories are true, but he doesn't have any proof. Then
Drew walks into Noah's life, and Noah gets an idea...

YP FIC ELIOPULOS
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Seventeen-year-old Lily Hu can’t remember exactly when the feeling took root. Whenever it started growing, it truly bloomed when
she and Kathleen Miller walked under the neon sign of a lesbian bar called the Telegraph Club. Everything seemed possible. But
America in 1954 isn’t a safe place for two girls in love, especially not Chinatown. And with the Red Scare and deportation looming
over Lily’s family, both girls risk everything to let their love see the light of day.

YP FIC LO

JT feels like his life is at a dead end since he’ll always be stuck in Florida. With anti-supportive parents and a boyfriend who’s moving
away, after school work will only get JT so far with scholarship money being nonexistent. There’s only one chance: becoming the next
Miss Drag Teen in NYC. The only problem? His first attempt at drag at school got him booed off stage. And the drive from Florida to
New York isn’t easy. But JT won’t give up. He, his boyfriend, and their friend are going to help JT capture the crown no matter what.

YP FIC SELF
One cold night, in a most unlikely corner of Chicago, two teens—both named Will Grayson—are about to cross paths. When Will
Grayson, an awkward teen who's unsure of how to connect with others without getting hurt, and Will Grayson, an angry, gay teen,
meet by chance, their lives are forever changed. And connected. As their worlds collide and intertwine, the Will Graysons find their
lives going in new and unexpected directions, building toward romantic turns-of-heart and the epic production of history's most
fabulous high school musical.
YP FIC GREEN
After Maeve finds some tarot cards while cleaning during her in-school suspension, she becomes the most sought-after diviner at
her Catholic school. But when Maeve's ex-best friend draws an unsettling card called The Housekeeper that's never been seen
before, the session devolves into an argument with Maeve wishing aloud that Lily would disappear. The next Monday, Maeve learns
her ex-friend has vanished without a trace. Shunned by her classmates and struggling to preserve a fledgling romance, Maeve must
dig deep into her connection with the cards to search for clues the police cannot find.
YP FIC ODONOGHU
Joy knows her place. As a commoner, she lives a simple life—apart from being Kindred to the nobility's most infamous playboy. Duke
Felix Hamdi has a plan: to exasperate his family so they'll agree to let him choose his future and meet his Kindred face-to-face. Then
the royal family is assassinated and Felix is accused. When Joy and Felix meet in person for the first time as flee amid chaos and
crash-land on Earth, they end up going into hiding. But hiding might be the perfect way to discover the true strength of the Kindred
bond and expose a scandal that may decide the future of a galaxy.
YP FIC DOW
Here, fifteen acclaimed YA writers put their modern spin on William Shakespeare's celebrated classics. Contributors include Dahlia
Adler, Kayla Ancrum, Lily Anderson, Melissa Bashardoust, Patrice Caldwell, Amy Rose Capetta, Cori McCarthy, Brittany Cavallaro, Joy
McCullough, Anna-Marie McLemore, Samantha Mabry, Tochi Onyebuchi, Mark Oshiro, Lindsay Smith, Kiersten White, Emily
Wibberley and Austin Siegemund-Broka.

YP FIC THIS

